
Approach
The basic principle behind this approach is to combine the feature space,

represented with features from the Early Cognitive Vision (ECV) system

and the grasping space into an Perception x Action space. In this cross

space, we want to find feature constelations, that are predictive for

grasping. On the feature side, we rely on the introduction of feature

relations. Feature relations are 1st, 2nd or 3rd order combinations of

visual features described by their spatial relationship. In this space we

perform a neighbourhood analysis to find particular predictive

combinations.

Introduction
The ability to grasp unknown objects is an essential skill for

autonomous robotic systems for interacting within an unconstrained

environment. In this work,an approach towards identifying reliable

grasping actions based on multiple visually extracted surface features

is proposed.

The approach takes it origin in the work performed by Kootstra et al.

in [1] where it was proposed that by utilising the 3D visual features

of contours and surfaces from the Early Cognitive Vision (ECV)

system [2], it was possible to manually construct grasping actions

which yield a good probability of grasping success.

Here we propose to extend this approach by looking at higher order

feature constellations and by replacing the manually defined

relations with a simple learning scheme for learning such relations.

See figure to the right.
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